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Welcome to our summer newsletter. It's always a pleasure to put these
quarterly updates together and we hope you'll enjoy reading this one.
Our team is fortunate to have an office in a rural location with leafy
views from every window. Wyelands Cottage is an old building with
plenty of character and a lovely garden that has an abundance of
seasonal colour – always interesting, whatever the month.
In this newsletter you can see some photos of recent property
maintenance work. You can also read about our response to
uncertain times – not a new topic by any means, but one that has
assumed prominence since the Brexit vote.
On page 3 we have a short article about developing a growth
mindset, a concept that lies at the heart of all our work. This article
draws on decades of research by Dr Carol Dweck, a Stanford
University professor of psychology who focuses on motivation,
achievement and success. “I have always been deeply moved by
outstanding achievement and saddened by wasted potential,” she
says. We hope our article will whet your appetite and perhaps inspire
you to find out more at http://mindsetonline. com
A newsletter like this is distinctly limited in its scope. All we can hope
to do here is give you a flavour of our current work. If you would like
more information about us, please see our website:
www.giroma.co.uk
If you don't have easy access to the internet, feel free to ring our
office on 01 989 555 090. We would be happy to hear from you.

Responding to Uncertainty

We're producing this newsletter at a time of great uncertainty, not
least because of Brexit. Sarah Gordon, Business Editor of The
Financial Times , noted on July 1 2th: “Last month’s vote has
dramatically increased uncertainty on issues ranging from regulatory
standards to supply chains.” Despite this, she reported that optimism
and resilience seem to be alive and well: in a survey by Business
West, a lobby group in the south-west of England, “Most groups
questioned […] believe that in the long term the future is bright and
that British companies are resilient enough to deal with any
temporary downturn.”

Giroma was not invited to take part in this brain pathways that underlie them. The
survey, but the comment about resilience brain is much more plastic than we
strikes a chord with us. This is one of our previously thought, and it is capable of
core values, along with vision, tenacity, learning and adapting at virtually any
adaptability, creativity and continuous age.” Elsewhere he notes, “A basic premise
learning. Win-win solutions remain at the of The Worry Solution is that if the blind
heart of our work. We've always delighted can learn to see, the worried can learn to
in drawing strength from a wide range of relax.” Mark Twain's famous words spring
sources. As Confucius saw it, “Wisdom can to mind: “I have known a great many
be learned by three methods: reflection, troubles, but most of them never
the noblest; imitation, the easiest; or happened.”
experience, the bitterest.”
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Developing a Growth Mindset

Continuous learning is central to our influences what we strive for and how we
business model. A book we've found respond to failure. In fact, the definition,
especially inspiring is Mindset: The New significance and impact of failure can all
Psychology of Success by Dr Carol Dweck.
vary widely from one person to another,
Decades of research have led her to depending on their mindset: “The fixed
conclude that “the view you adopt for mindset makes you concerned with how
yourself profoundly affects the way you you'll be judged; the growth mindset makes
lead your life. It can determine whether you you concerned with improving.” (p. 1 3)
become the person you want to be and
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forward constructively. Risk and effort may We hope you'll find the enclosed diagram
then be seen as “two things that might useful. We have it on our office
reveal your inadequacies and show that noticeboards and it often features in our
conversations. If you'd like to see Dr Dweck
you were not up to the task.” (p. 9)
in action, a quick Google search will lead
Dr Dweck is convinced that our mindset you to her talks and interviews online.

Recent maintenance jobs
include repointing a
chimney and replacing the
flashing (shown right),
and
preparing
the
property below for new
tenants by checking it
throughout, mowing the
lawn and replacing an
extractor fan.

QUOTE
OF THE QUARTER
It's
determination
and commitment
to an
unrelenting
pursuit of your
goal that will
enable you to
attain the
success you seek.

(Mario Andretti)
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NEXT EDITION
Our autumn edition will be out in October. For news and information
before then, visit the website from time to time.
Thank you for your continued interest in Giroma.
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